Abstract. Genetic programming may be seen as a recent incarnation of a long-held goal in evolutionary computation: to develop actual computational devices through evolutionary search. Genetic programming is particularly attractive because of the generality of its application, but it has rarely been used in environments requiring iteration, recursion, or internal state. In this paper we investigate a version of genetic programming developed originally by Astro Teller called neural programming. Neural programming has a cyclic graph representation which lends itself naturally to implicit internal state and recurrence, but previously has been used primarily for problems which do not need these features. In this paper we show a successful application of neural programming to various partially observable Markov decision processes, originally developed for the learning classifier system community, and which require the use of internal state and iteration.
Introduction
Early evolutionary computation work (famously [1] ) centered not on optimizing the settings for multidimensional parameter spaces but on using simulated evolution to develop mechanisms which perform computational functions. This goal has resurfaced in different forms over time, including the evolution of classifier systems, neural networks and automata, and most recently, genetic programming. The impetus for GP has from the beginning been "computer programs" which ideally can "perform iteration and recursion", "define intermediate values and subprograms", etc. ( [2] , p. 2). In keeping with this motivation, many GP methodologies have encorporated forms of iteration, recursion, and internal state. This notwithstanding, nearly all of genetic programming concerns itself with relatively simple feed-forward functions, and given the lack of even rudimentary iteration or internal state in common GP problems it seems strange to refer to GP as genetic programming at all.
As discussed later, much of the work in computational mechanisms involving iteration and internal state, and many illustrative problem domains, have recently been in learning classifier systems. Extensions to classifier systems such as XCS have of late added basic facilities to learn agent policies for partiallyobservable Markov decision processes, whose non-Markovian features require internal state. But classifier systems are of limited generality. Our interest is in evolving programs as graph structures with at least basic iteration and internal state, in forms sufficiently general to be used for a wide variety of tasks.
Most work in recurrent GP has so far centered around methods where a single node in a graph is currently in control at any one time, and control passes forward to a single successor node. An exception to this pattern is Astro Teller's neural programming (NP) architecture [3] which activates all nodes in the graph simultaneously, letting data flow synchronously in parallel to successor nodes. Teller's model has appealing features which we believe could provide interesting advantages over a single state model: data parallelism, more natural use of functions rather than state transitions, and the promise of more graceful degradation under modification. However Teller did not use his model in non-Markovian environments requiring internal state and iteration, choosing instead to demonstrate its functionality with problems to which a traditional GP representation may be easily applied. In this paper we will demonstrate, as a proof of concept only, that the NP model may be used in non-Markovian environments.
The test problems we chose in this paper are "Woods" problems common to learning classifier systems. We chose these problems for our test cases specifically because they are not problems for which neural programming is likely to be well-designed, particularly because our neural programming representations can be of any size. These problems are custom-tailored for discrete, policy-oriented single-state systems such as XCS: but we will demonstrate neural programming's efficacy on these problems. In future work we hope to test neural programming on continuous environments for which we think it is likely to be a much better match, such as two-pole balancing with no provided velocity information.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First we discuss relevant previous work in GP and learning classifier systems, including the Woods problems. We then describe our version of neural programming and how we apply it to these problems. Last, we present the experimental work and results.
Genetic Programming and Neural Programming
Though some early work attempted to add mapping, iteration, or recursive operators to genetic programming [2] , these aims have never caught on in the community, with a few important exceptions ( [4, 5] ). Iteration operators and internal memory are generally rare in GP. Recursion is easily achievable with automatically defined functions (ADFs), but ADFs are primarily used to add modularity rather than recursive function calls.
Angeline [6] proposed a variation on the ADF theme, called multiple interacting programs (MIPs) nets, which replaced recursion with forward data flow: trees generated values which were then fed into "parent" trees: cycles in parenthood were permitted. Like neural programming, MIPs nets allowed for parallelism.
The alternative method, using a single active state at a time, is presented in [7] . Here, nodes in a cyclic call graph contain both actions (side effects) and conditional branches. The graph structure was later replaced with a sequence of linear genetic programming instructions [8] . Similarly [9] allowed GP programs with single active states to be augmented with forward and backward edges, forming cycles. [10] incorporated time delays to prevent infinite execution loops in the graph. This work also showed the effectiveness of the method using nonMarkovian multiagent problems.
In Teller's neural programming (NP) [3] , the representation is a graph of nodes similar to tree-based GP nodes. Each node takes input from other nodes, applies a function to its inputs, and outputs the result. Cycles are permitted and are common. In NP, all the nodes execute their functions simultaneously and synchronously based on the data each received in the previous time period. Since there is no single state, there is also no "start node", and so nodes must all have initial default values they output until they begin receiving data from other nodes. Just as in tree-based GP, NP nodes may also have zero inputs, and ephemeral random constants are permitted.
Our implementation of NP differs from the original in a few important ways. First, NP had an ADF mechanism, but in our experiments we will not use it. Second, NP's nodes were normally not restricted in arity: as many or as few nodes as necessary could feed them data. In our implementation this is not the case -we will enforce a fixed arity in a fashion similar to tree-based GP nodes. Third, NP originally featured a credit assignment mechanism used to determine which edges and nodes should be more susceptible to genetic modification. This mechanism was relatively easy to use for Teller's original signal-classification applications, but in the Woods problem it is somewhat problematic and we have discarded it. Last, neural programming graphs were augmented with one or more fixed "output nodes" whose values indicated the output of the program. We do not use a fixed output node, but instead allow the system to designate any node in the graph to also be the "result node" whose output is the output of the program. Each time step, the current value of the result node may change as data continues to flow through the graph.
Graph-structured representations inevitably require exotic genetic operators. Table 2 . The characteristics of the Woods mazes. Shown are the number of ambiguous states and the number of equivalence classes they fall into; and the maximum and average path lengths of perfect solutions.
one operator by its probability, then applied it once to selected individuals, resulting in one or (for Crossover) two children. Individuals were selected using tournament selection of size 5. Population initialization used the Randomize operator described in Table 1 .
The Woods Environments
In a simple version of the Woods problem [11, 12] an agent navigates a grid-based maze trying to find food. The grid cells are either obstacles ("woods"), food (the goal), or are empty. An agent can only sense the contents of cells in its immediate 8-neighborhood, and may only transition to one of the eight neighbors in that timestep. If an agent attempts to transition to a woods cell, it fails to do so and remains at its current location. The goal is to guide the agent to the food in the minimal number of steps regardless of initial position. Many woods problems are Markovian: a set of behaviors may be learned for the agent which guide it to the food each time based solely on the current sensor values. In other problems, different cells yield identical sensor values but require different actions, and so the agent must rely to some degree on internal memory. This situation is referred to as the perception aliasing problem, and the associated environments are said to be non-Markovian.
Non-Markovian environments have long been studied by the learning classifier system literature. Early work [14] allowed rules to write to a global internal state. Wilson [15] more formally suggested adding internal memory condition and action segments to rules, allowing the storage of information in bit-registers. Bit registers have since been used to extend other models ( [16, 17] ). Relatively few such papers allow more than a fixed, and usually very small, number of registers. An alternative approach is to allow the action part of a rule be a sequence of actions rather than a single action [18] .
Work in these problems has also been done using Pitt-approach rule systems [13] , extending the mechanism to finite-state automata. Some work has also been done in performing pareto optimization to minimize the amount of internal state necessary [19] . 2  3  2  2  2  3  2   2  3  3  4  2  3  3   2  5  6  7  2  7  3   3  5  7  7  3  7  3   5  5  2  3  5  3   8  3  9  2  2  3  2  2  3   2  8  4  9  7  7  2  7  4 3 (e) (f) The Woods problems studied here are shown in Figure 1 . Characteristics of these environments (number of ambiguous states, number of classes those states fall into, and maximum and average path lengths of perfect solutions) are shown in Table 2 .
Application of Neural Programming to the Woods Problem
To move the agent around a Woods maze, we chose to have the neural program output a vector rather than move the agent via function side effects. All functions in the function set (shown in Table 3 ) operated on 2D continuous vectors and returned vectors.
Each time we needed to move the agent one square, we first determined if the agent was right next to food. If so, we hard-coded its movement directly to the food. If not, we evaluated the neural program graph to determine where the agent should go. First, the graph was stepped m times to "prime" it. Then the graph continued to be stepped until the result node outputted a vector in a valid direction (that is, one not pointing into woods and not {0,0}), and moved the agent to the eight-neighbored square in the direction of that vector. If after M ≥ m steps the result node still did not yield a valid direction, the agent was not moved. The particular sizes of M and m chosen are problem-specific, and are indicated as (m, M ) in the discussion for each experiment.
Fitness assessment may be done in a variety of ways. We chose to run the neural program with the agent placed in each empty square, then averaged the lengths of the paths it took to find the food. An agent might never reach the food, so path length is limited to a problem dependent cutoff threshold max-walk. 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 (2,0) 0 1 1 1 1 3 3 5 5 7 6 5 7 6 7 6 7 6 7 (2,3) 0 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 Table 4 . Value traces for all nodes of the graph in Figure 2 operating in the Woods100 maze starting at position 1, 1 . The agent is primed six times prior to making an action. The action is read from the result node shown in light gray. Cells contain the output vectors for each node in polar coordinates: size and heading.
An Example Consider the neural program shown in Figure 2 . The table to the right shows the four nodes of the program, each labelled with an index 0-4. Node 1 is labelled with a * , indicating that it is the result node. The figure to the left shows the recurrent call-graph of the neural program. This neural program will be run with an (m, M ) value of (6, 12) . Table 4 shows its trace moving from position 1, 1 to 3, 1 in the Woods100 maze. In this example, before each action the neural program is primed six times, after which it happens to be outputting a valid vector and needs no further stepping. Figure 1(a) shows the path lengths of the solution followed by this program were it to be started in any particular empty location.
Experimental results
We have tested the described system on six non-Markovian environments: Woods101, Maze7, MazeF4, E1, E2 and Maze10 (the Woods100 maze is trivial). These environments vary widely in difficulty.
We implemented NP using ECJ ( [20] individual was one neural program containing between 2 and 40 nodes. For all environments but the last one, max-walk was set to 10. This is the first time a generalized graph-based GP method has been tried on these problems. Even if it were not, few examples from the GP literature discussed earlier provide useful statistics to compare against. The method described here, as we imagined, is generally far outperformed by the learning classifier literature, though it fares well against the Pitt-approach rule system results. This is to be expected though: these problems are custom-tailored for LCS systems. Our method is hobbled by searching a wide range of internal states and a more general-purpose architecture. This reduces us to demonstrating proof of concept. We do so by comparing the search method against random search for the same representation.
Thus we compare the best-of-run fitness values of 50 runs with the best values found in 50 runs of random search with an equal budget of evaluations, using an ANOVA at 95% confidence. Note that by random search we mean generating random individuals every generation, and not just performing uniform selection. Figure 5 shows the results. In every case we outperform random search, except for the easy 500K Woods101 problem, for which the difference is statistically insignificant. We also find ideal solutions in several cases, whereas random search finds none.
Woods101
The Woods101 environment, studied in [16, 21] , is a very simple maze with only one pair of perception aliased states -see Figure 1(b) . This means that learning classifiers and finite-state automata only require two internal states to solve the problem. We found optimal programs in two runs set at (5,10). The most compact was: 
Maze7
The Maze7 environment (Figure 1(c) ) was discussed in [22, 21] and again contains only one pair of aliased positions. However, one of the paths must pass through both ambiguous states. While the longest solution path for the Woods101 environment is 4, the longest solution path in Maze7 is 7, and the average is 4.3. Thus Maze7 is considered more challenging than Woods101. One discovered perfect solution, set at (17,34), was: 
MazeF4
The MazeF4 environment (Figure 1(d) ) is a rotation of Maze7 plus an extra non-ambiguous empty space. The optimal solution has an average path length of 4.5 and a maximum of 7 steps. In the fifty runs of our experiment we did not discover an optimal solution; but in other experiments we discovered several, including the following (8, 16) 
E1 and E2
The E1 and E2 environments were introduced in [18] . While the other mazes studied in this work consist of narrow corridors only, the E1 and E2 environments feature wide-open areas. E2 is an empty environment with a food cell in the center. There are 36 perceptually aliased positions belonging to five different perception classes. The optimal solution in E2 is 2.97916 steps on average and 5 steps maximum. We discovered no optimal solutions for E2. The closest, an (11, 22) program, is only suboptimal by two steps. E2 is shown in Figure 1 (f) marked with the suboptimal steps. The program is below: E1 (Figure 1(e) ) is a significantly easier version of E2, with only 20 aliased positions belonging to nine classes. For a more intuitive depiction of the perception classes, see [13] . The average optimal path length is 2.81, and the maximum is 4. We found twelve optimal solutions for E1, including the following (11, 22) 
Maze10
This environment was introduced in [17] . There are seven perceptually aliased positions split into three classes, not counting ambiguous cells that require the same action. Although only one bit of memory is theoretically enough to solve the problem, it has proven prohibitively difficult [23] . The average optimal path length is 5, and the maximum is 8. Because the optimal solution contains an eight-step path, our customary max-walk threshold of 10 steps used so far is too small, and so we increased it to 25. We did not find an optimal program for this problem. Our best solution, with an average optimal path length of 6.16 steps, was the following (13, 26) 
Conclusions and Future Work
One of neural programming's most interesting and attractive features is the cyclic nature of its representation. Surprisingly, previous work in NP [3] does not rely on this feature at all; indeed recurrence in the graph is more or less relegated to providing modularity and iterative improvement of an existing solution. In this paper our goal was to demonstrate that NP could also make use of its recurrence to solve problems requiring internal state.
In order to demonstrate the generality of the mechanism, we chose a problem which we knew beforehand that NP was not suited to. We tested NP on various non-Markovian problems more commonly used for policy-learning methods such as learning classifier systems. These problems ranged widely in difficulty. Accordingly, as expected, our success rates are lower than those reported in the LCS community and the number of evaluations required are higher. Still, in most of the problems we were able to find optimal solutions; in the remainder we found near-optimal solutions.
In future work, our next goal is to demonstrate the efficacy of NP in a very different environment for which LCS or FSAs are not suited but NP is: one requiring recurrent mathematical calculation and internal state: for example, a problem solvable only by partial differential equations. One such problem domain that we are planning to tackle is a two-pole balancing problem with only positional information provided.
Another area of future work we hope to pursue is how to add recursion and expandable internal state to the neural programming paradigm in a way which is tractable. While we may argue for the generality of the neural programming method in terms of application (similar to the variety of problems to which GP is applied), and while NP can perform iteration and use finite amounts of internal state, nonetheless we have not investigated how to get NP to solve problems requiring a stack. Last, we hope to investigate the application of more traditional GP methods (ADFs with indexed memory, etc.) against such problem domains as the one described. Genetic programming has always held an implied promise of discovery of arbitrary computer programs to solve problems and we hope this work might further this effort.
